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BAIR1 SETS AND UNIFORMITIES ON COMPLETE METRIC SPACES 
Z. FROIifK, Praha 
R.W. Hansel [H 1] proved a lemma, sea § 2f which re-
lated measurable discreteness to the topological discrete-
ness in completely metrizable spaces. In this note we want 
to derive from this lemma several consequences, which all 
are deep results on completely metrizable spaces. In § 1 
the main results are stated* The proofs are given in § a 
2 and 3 . In § 4 we prove two general reaulta to show the 
relationship between algebras and uniformities* Most of 
the results have been stated in IF 2]. 
1. MfliB results 
If X i s a topological apace we denote by 3ou X the 
& -algebra of a l l Baire sets in X ss well as the cor-
responding measurable space. Recall that 3a, X i s the 
smallest & -algebra which makes a l l continuous functions 
(real valued) on X measurable* We need to know that Bo- X 
la the smallest collection <& which contains a l l the ze-
ro set8 and la closed under countable unions and countable 
interaections. Hence we can write Bcu X m Uift^ I oc -c a> ? , 
where 3hQ i s the collection of a l l zero seta in X f and 
%_, consists of a l l countable unions or intersections of 
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elements of U - C 3 3 J iS < oc ? according to 
as co i s odd or even. 
By an absolute Sous1in space we mean a metrizable 
space X which i s Souslin in each metrizable Y o .X -
In the proofs we assume that the reader ia familiar with 
the basic properties of Souslin sets In a space or deri-
ved from a col lect ion of sets?. However, the following four 
theorems are non-trivial i f the assumptions that some spa-
ces are absolute Souslin are replaced by the stronger as-
sumption that the spaces are completely metrizable* 
Theorem 1. Every Baire isomorphism of two absolute 
Souslin spaces i s a generalized homeomorphism. In other 
words, i f £s 3cuX —> 3a,Y i s an isomorphism, and i f X , 
Y are absolute Souslin spaces, then there exist count-
able ordinals <*> , fl such that i f U. i s open in X 
and V is open in Y then f [ U ] i s of Baire class 
^ 0& in Y , and f ^ I V J is of the Baire class 
*» /3 in X . 
Remark., The result i s tr iv ia l if X and X are se-
parable (without any additional assumptions on X and Y ) . 
The validity of Theorem 1 has been a problem for a long t i -
me, see Kuratowski. 
Theorem 1 i s an Immediate consequence of the following 
Theorem 2. If f i s a Baire measurable mapping of an 
absolute Souslin space X into a metrizable space Y then 
f i s of certain Baire c lass 00 *c Q& i»e. f ~*£VJ 
i s of clasa £L oc for each open V in Y . 
By an ultrauniformity we mean a uniformity which has a 
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base for the uniform covers which consists from disjoint 
covers (» partitions). 
Theorem 3 . Let X be an absolute Souslin space* 
Among al l ultrauniformities which induce the proximity 
induced by a l l bounded Baire measurable functionsy there 
exists the finest one. 
The symbols in the next result wil l be explained in 
§ 3 . 
Theorem 4. Let X be an absolute? Souslin space. Then 
HBcv(X)~ ,h,Ba,<X) m M-SoajUvnsBcvCX)** M-Somfan(Xh 
2* Prootff of Theorems I anJ * 
Following P. Hansell [H 11 a family iX^ I a, m A } 
in a topological spaee i s called 6 -discretely decompo-
sable, abb. # -d .d . , i f there exists a family iX^^ 1 a, e 
€ A , m, e J* ? such that Xw - U i X^^ I m, ? for 
each Q, and {Xa / f | , I a. e -A ? i s diserete in X for 
each /n # Hence f XA la, e JL f i s a'-discrete i f and 
only i f iX^i i s i f - d . d . with iX^^i such that each 
XtLm0 i s either X^ or the empty se t . The following lem-
ma due to Hansell EH 13 i s the basic stone in the proofs 
of a l l results mentioned above* 
Hansell lemma. Let X be a metrlzable space, and let 
iX~ 1 be a disjoint family of subsets of X such that 
the union of each subfamily of { X^ f is an absolute 
Souslin set . Then {X„ * i s ef -d.d. 
We need two more lemmas. 
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T,Mllfii 1- I*«t. { X^ i a, m A ? be a topologically 
discrete collection of subsets of a 8pace X , and let 
be defined as follows: &0 i s the collection of closed 
sets in X , and fo^ i s the collection of al l countab­
le unions or intersections of elements of U( .B / i 1 /J < * } 
according to as A ia odd or even (includes limit ordi­
nals). Thus Si i s the smallest collection which cont­
ains the closed sets and which i s closed under countable 
unions and countable intersections* 
Then the following conditions are equivalent* 
A) The family fX^? ranges in some 3 ^ . 
B) The union of each subfamily of i Xw f belongs to 
Я 
C) The union X' of fX- ? belongs to Ф' 
.Proof. It follows by the transfinite induction that A 
Implies B. The implication B ==-»-> C i s self-evident. It 
the union X' of -fX^f belongs to 33^ then X^ *» 
*- c*fc XQ, n X' belongs to fo^ by transfinite 
induction ( t 3$^] r\ closed » © ^ )• This proves? that 
C implies A. 
LejaUBa.2. Let U ^ l a c A } be a disjoint family 
in an absolute Souslin space X . The following two condi­
tions are equivalent: 
A) The family f X^ f i s & -d.d. and ranges in some 
-Q̂ t (sea Lemma 1)* 
B) The union of each subfamily of { X^ f belongs to 
& ( * Baire sets in X )• 
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Proof* It follows easily from Lemma 1 that ConditL on 
A implies Condition B. Assume B. By Hansen's lemma we can 
write X ^ - U i Xwmr } such that iX^ 1 o> f 
i s discrete for each irv , We may and shall assume that 
X ^ ^ i s closed in X^ for each <v and m, . Let X ^ 
be the union of iX„^ I a> 1 . and X* be the union 
of iX^l . .Let oc be the class of X' . Since X^ i s 
closed in X ' , X^ i s of class 4t oc for each m, , 
by Lemma 1 a l l Xwm, are of class 4k oc , and hence 
each X„ i s of class 6 ot + A . 
Proof of Theorem 2* Let <£ -* U i 't^ } be an open 
base for y such that each collection # i s discrete 
in y . Since the union of each subcollection at *£ i s a 
Baire set in y , the collection 3>^ ** *"A It^l haft 
the corresponding property in X . By Lemma 2 there i s a 
countable ordinal ocM such that the class? of each e l e -
ment of 3)^ is 4k oc^ . Let 3) be the union of a l l 
3)^ ; then each element of 3) has the class -si oc , 
where cc i s AUI^V oc . We shall prove that for eaeh 
open set U, the class of fmA till i s si oc -+» 4 . 
Let U^ be the union of a l l C e <£^ with C c U . 
frit *n/ 
Since <£ is an open base, U i s the union of U ^ f 
and hence f ^ [ U I i s the union of a l l f 1 C U ^ l . 
All £"^ [ U ] are of class ŝ. oc -4- 4 and hence 
f~4 [ U J i s of claas ^ oc -*- .2 . This concludes the 
proof. 
Proof of Thfiorftt \. A corollary to Theorem 2. 
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3. Proofs of Theorems 3 and 4. Let Si be an algebra 
of subsets of a set X . A family { Xa J of subsets of 
X i s said to be completely S3 -additive i f the union 
of each subfamily of {X^ } belongs to Si , and fX^i 
i s said to be & -discrete i f there exists a disjoint 
cover ( * partition) i B^ ? of I , which i s completely 
ft -additive; and dominates { J a ? ( i . e . B^ o X^ for 
each a, ) . Clearly a partition of X i s Si -discrete 
i f and only i f i t i s completely J3 -additive. 
Denote by M,Sb or 44, < X , # ^ the uniform space 
which has Si-discrete partitions for a subbase of uni-
form covers; this subbase need not be a base because the 
meet of two Si -discrete partitions need not be Si - d i s -
crete. It follows from Lemma 2 that 
Theorem 5. If X i s an absolute Souslln space then 
the fo -discrete partitions form a base for the uniform 
covers of ^ B o . ( X ) . Indeed, let hX^} and { Y+, } 
be Si -discrete partitions of X wher* 3 ia the &-< 
algebra: of Baire sets in X . By Lemma 2 a l l elements of 
iXAi are of class 4k oc, , a l l element* of 47^ $ 
are of class 4k (Z , and hence, a l l elements of 
{X^ n Yfi, 1 are of the class ^ f « <ma& (oc , fi ) . 
By Hansen's lemma the partitions {Xw1 and iY$,f are? 
0*-d.d., and so {X& n Yj^ f i s $ -d.d. Finally, by 
Lemma 2, the partition {X^ n Yj^ ? is Si -discre-
t e . The proof is finished. 
If m i s an infinite cardinal, denote by Ai,m Si 
or u^ < X . Si > the uniform space such that the 
fffV 7 
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& -diacrete partitions of cardinal less than an, form 
a subbase for the uniform covers. If mt ** x0 or an m ^ 
then the3e covers form a base ( i f fo i s an 6* -algebra) t 
and in addition, i t i s easy to check that the corresponding 
uniformities are protectively induced by a l l bounded or al l 
(not necessarily bounded) & -measurable (real valued) func-
t ions . 
Proof of Theorsm 3 . By Theorem 5 the $ -discrete co-
vers form a base of the uniform covers of JVU Si . It f o l -
lows that AJL, 3h i s proximally equivalent to AA** & , 
Let % be any ultra-uniformly which i s proximally coar-
ser than M, Sh . If -f X ^ l i s any uniform partition 
then iX^f i s J3 -discrete, end hence* iX^i i s a uni-
form cover of JUU Si . This concludes the proof of Theorem 
3 . 
Remark. By an S -uniformity we mean a uniformity which 
ha 8 the point-finite (one gets the same notion i f he takes 
uniformly locally f in i te ) uniform covers for the baaia for 
uniform covers. In Theorem 3 one can replace "ultrauniformi-
ty" by " S -uniformity". I don't know the answer in general* 
The statement of Theorem 4 requires explanation. 
Following IF 2 ] , if 5̂ i s a & -algebra on X , denote 
by h Si the smallest & -algebra ^ D J3 which i s 
closed under the unions of arbitrary large 3$ -discrete? fa-
milies, and denote by HJ3 the smallest 6* -algebra 
<6 3 Ji which has the property Jfv *£ * *6 . For the pro-
perties of Jtn and H we refer to [F 3 ] . 
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Denote by bi-Souelin 3i and call bi-*Souslin sets 
over Si , the collection of al l Y c X such that 
the two sets? y and X - Y are Souslin sets* 
IjemjflftJl. S*6* & * Bet X where X is an absolute 
Souslin space. Then 
Jh 3b -* H fa c Jtt~ ScuA>turu Si . 
Proof. One proves that M* Si i s the smallest col-
lection 3) z> Si which is closed under countable uni-
ons, countable intersections, and Si -discrete unions* 
The collection Souslin X i s also closed under these ope-
rations, and hence 
Jh Si c SouAtlvn, Si , 
and since Jh •& is an & -algebra, 
M, Si c &u~ SowsOim, Si . 
Since Xv Si tz Souslin Si , every Jh Si -discrete-
partition of X is & -d.d. by Hansell s lemmaf and 
hence, every Jh/(fa -discrete family in h, Si i s 0 ' -
d.d., and f inal ly , the union of every Jh Si -discrete fa -
mily in Jh/Si belongs to JH/ 3b as a countable union o-f 
topological discrete unions of elements of Jh Si . It 
follows that Jh Jh/ Si ss Jh Si , and hence 
H® » Jh Si . 
This concludes the proof. 
Lg^lf 4- ket JJ ss Bcu X where X i s an absolute 
Souslin 9pace. Then 
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JU~ Sou*JUm/ 33 c H 33 * 
Proof. This follows from the Hansen's First Separa-
tion Principle for non-separable absolute Souslin se ts 
[H 311 If X i s a metrizable space, and if 6 and S^ 
are disjoint absolute Souslin sets in X . then & c 
c B c X - £1 for some B c to, 33 . For another proof 
see? [F 41. 
Proof of Theorem 4# From Lemmaap 3 and 4. 
4* Ajjflebraa anfl unjLforttUeg 
The two results of this sections are developed in[F 3J» 
Theorem 6« Let 33 be a tf*-algebra on X . Then 
A*, 33 i s locally f in i te and proximally equivalent to 
M# 33 i f and only i f Jh 35 = 33 . 
Proof* We shall prove "if", "only if* i s checked simi-
larly. Assume K 33 m 33 . If \ X^? and i Y& } are twor 
33 -discrete partitions then { X - A Ŷ , J Is complete-
ly Jk33 -additive, and hence 33 -discrete. Thua u> 33 
is proximally equivalent to AJL* 33 • I*t {X f be a 
0 -discrete partition of X , and let f X^^,? be a 
33 -discrete partition of X^ for each a- j then{Xaj^? 
is .4v 33 -discrete-, hence 35 -discrete, and hence fX^^f 
is a uniform partition of AJU 33 . This shows? that u> 33 
i s locally f ine. 
Theorem 7« The following conditions on a <F -algebra 
43 an X are equivalent: 
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1} JUU Si i s proximally equivalent to AJL^ Si • 
2) w Sh i s the finest ultrauniformity proximalljr 
equivalent t o **,# Si . 
3) The & -discrete partitions form a base for the 
uniform covers of JUU Si . 
Proof. Clearly Condition 1 i s equivalent to Condition 
3 . If an ultrauniformityia proximally coarser than M,# Si , 
then i t has a base consisting from $b -discrete parti-
t ions , and hence Condition 1 implies Condition 2. The im-
plication 2) =«=-»> l ) la self-evident. 
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